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Abstract
In the last years, it was demonstrated that neutral molecules can be loaded on a
microchip directly from a supersonic beam. The molecules are confined in microscopic
traps that can be moved smoothly over the surface of the chip. Once the molecules are
trapped, they can be decelerated to a standstill, for instance, or pumped into selected
quantum states by laser light or microwaves. Molecules are detected on the chip by
time-resolved spatial imaging, which allows for the study of the distribution in the
phase space of the molecular ensemble.
Review
Introduction
In several fields, miniaturization improved the performances of the devices and proved
itself economically convenient. For chemistry, miniaturized devices shrink the pipettes,
beakers, and test tubes of a modern lab onto a microchip-sized substrate [1]. Lab-On-
a-Chip (LOC) technology exploits the progresses in microfluidics, enjoying very fast
transport times and accurate knowledge of molecular concentrations. This in turnsmakes
analysis both faster and more accurate. Moreover, instead of carrying the samples to be
analyzed to a central laboratory, LOCs are deployed directly on the field, with applications
from the international space station [2] to antiterrorism [3]. Economical convenience
stems both from the low production costs of LOC devices and from savings in reagents
costs and waist disposal.
At the present stage of development, however, there is a natural limit to the level of
control on the reaction parameters. If the knowledge of molecular concentration is to
be extended to the level of single molecules and the interaction energy enhanced to the
mK level, one cannot ignore perturbations due to physical and chemical effects of the
chip itself, like capillary forces and chemical interactions of the construction materials.
One possible solution involves avoiding any direct contact of the chemical species under
investigation with the substrate of the chip itself. Infrared spectroscopy in the gas phase is
currently used on cold (a few K) ionic species to study solvation, by adding the molecules
of solvent one by one [4–7]. Moreover, reactivity studies on clusters that mimic the inter-
play between substrate and active species in heterogeneous catalysis [8, 9] have become
possible. One might thus conceive a future in which a countable number of molecules,
possibly with their solvation shell(s), will be manipulated with electromagnetic fields
above the surface of the chip and the chemical analysis will reach ultimate accuracy.
Another field that greatly benefited from miniaturization is atomic physics. Two ingre-
dients lead to the success of atom chips. One is the efficient laser cooling of atoms [10].
© 2015 Santambrogio. licensee Springer on behalf of EPJ. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the
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The other is the notion that miniaturization of magnetic field structures enables the
creation of large field gradients, i.e., large forces and steep potential wells. Today, the
manipulation of atoms above a chip using magnetic fields produced by current-carrying
wires is a mature field of research [11]. Such atom chips have been used to demonstrate
rapid Bose-Einstein condensation [12] and have found applications in matter-wave inter-
ferometry and in inertial and gravitational field sensing [13, 14], quantum computation
[15], and many-body nonequilibrium physics [16].
Molecules are not only the building blocks of chemistry and the natural extension of
atomic physics, i.e. a bridge between fundamental quantum physics and the richness
of the chemical world. With their numerous internal degrees of freedom and strong
long-range interactions, they are ideal systems for the investigation of fundamental phe-
nomena. Molecules are used for the measurement of the electron electric dipole moment
[17], measurements of parity violation in chiral molecules [18], tests of fifth forces
[19] and QED [20], and measurements of fundamental constants [21] and their pos-
sible variation [22–25]. Molecules allow unique approaches to quantum computation
[26, 27] and can condense to new quantum phases [28, 29]. Moreover, novel quantum-
mechanical collision and reaction channels are predicted for cold molecules [30], where
field-induced alignment [31] and field-sensitive collision resonances [32] allow for the
study of controlled chemistry [33].
Here, the techniques to trap cold molecules on microchips are introduced and the
recent developments in this field are reviewed. First, the essential features of microchip
design and the necessary experimental setup are described. Then, the problem of non-
adiabatic losses from the microtraps is addressed and the most viable solutions are
presented. Further, some recent results on state transition of trapped molecules are pre-
sented, involving rotational and vibrational transitions. And finally, on-chip detection and
imaging is briefly discussed.
Microchip design and experimental setup
In contrast to ultracold atoms, for which efficient cooling was realized early on [10],
the complicated level structures of molecules result in a general lack of closed two-level
systems that are necessary for efficient laser cooling. Therefore, laser cooling [34] and
slowing [35] of molecules is currently limited to a few species [36] and the temperature so-
far achieved are in the order of a few mK. Instead, the most versatile and intense sources
of cold molecules are cryogenic buffer-gas cooling [37] and supersonic expansions. These
methods deliver a relatively cold sample molecules, ∼ 1 K, albeit with a large velocity in
the laboratory frame, 100–400 m/s.
Not everything is harder with molecules than with atoms, though. In fact, polar
molecules, are sensitive enough to electric fields that electric trapping is relatively easy
[38] and it has been demonstrated even for molecules without any cooling [39]. Electric
manipulation of polar molecules is based on the Stark shift of quantum levels in the pres-
ence of an electric field [40]. The magnitude of the Stark shift of a certain level is given
by −μE, where E is the magnitude of the electric field, and μ is the mean value of the
component of the electric dipole moment along the direction of the field. If μ is antipar-
allel to the field for a given quantum state, the level’s energy increases with increasing
electric field strength and the state is then called a low-field seeker (lfs). Vice-versa, if the
energy of the quantum state decreases with increasing strength of the electric field, the
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state is called a high-field seeker (hfs) [41]. Around the degeneracy at E = 0, the direction
of the electric dipole moment is not defined and non-adiabatic transitions between states
are thus possible. Since an electric field strength maximum cannot be realized in the free
space, trapping of polar molecules on chips has been demonstrated only for lfs. It is worth
noting that this is a significant limitation because the ground state of every molecule is
always a hfs.
A design for trappingmolecules on amicrochip was first presented in 2008 byMeek et al.
[42] and only minor improvements have been done ever since. The operation principle
relies on the superposition of electric fields created by the electrodes on the chip. When
two dipolar fields with different length scales and opposite directions are superimposed,
a minimum of the electric field strength is created. The minimum is located at the point
where the long-range dipole that dominates far from the surface is canceled by the short-
range dipole that dominates close to the surface. Such a minimum in the electric field
strength is a trap for lfs [43]. A picture of the chip used by Meek et al. is shown in Fig. 1.
The electrode design consists in an array of equidistant, parallel, gold electrodes, each of
which is 4 mm long, 10 μm wide, and approximately 300 nm high. They are deposited
onto a 1 mm thick glass substrate with a center-to-center spacing of 40 μm and are coated
with a 5-μm layer of insulating SU-8. This structure is periodically extended over about
50 mm. Each electrode is electrically connected to the electrodes that are (multiple of ) six
positions further, i.e. the electric field repeats itself every 240 μm. This geometry requires
the metallization on the chip to be deposited on three different levels with insulating SU-
8 layers in-between. The 4-mm long electrodes are all on the same plane, whereas the
connections to the distribution buses are on different levels. When appropriate poten-
tials are applied to the electrodes, an array of tubular electric field geometries of 4 mm
length and 20 μm diameter are generated, on the axis of which the electric field strength
drops to zero. These electric field geometries act as traps for lfs and are centered roughly
25 μm above the chip surface. In the bottom-left portion of the figure, the calculated con-
tour lines of equal electric field strength above the chip are shown. The horizontal black
boxes represent the section of the electrodes. The potentials applied to the electrodes are
indicated directly above them. In the bottom panel, the situation is shown in which the
electrodes at z = −40 μm and z = 0 μm create an electric field that is parallel to the z axis,
in the direction of negative z values, for any point along the vertical line at z = −20 μm,
whereas the electrodes at z = 40 μm and z = −80 μm create an electric field that is point-
ing in the opposite direction for any point along this line. Close to the substrate, the field
due to the two nearest electrodes dominates, whereas further away the field due to the
next nearest electrodes is most important. It is clear, therefore, that at some point above
the substrate, at a typical height on the order of the distance between adjacent electrodes,
a zero of the electric field strength will be generated on the z = −20 μm axis. At the
ends of the central array in the ± x-directions, there is a jump from a region where the
potentials are on average zero to a region where the potentials are on average positive or
negative (see Fig. 1). This produces an electric field along the x-direction that closes the
tubular traps at the two sides. However, the molecules interact only very seldom with the
traps ends because of the extreme aspect ratio of these tubular traps.
Using different sets of potentials, it is also possible to position theminima either directly
above an electrode (top panel), or in an intermediate position (central panel). In fact,
by applying the appropriate potentials, the minima can be positioned at any z-position
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Fig. 1 Picture of the microchip used by Meek et al. [42, 43]. The structure of the electrodes is shown in three
stages of magnification. The y axis is here chosen perpendicular to the substrate, the z axis is along the
substrate, perpendicular to the electrodes. Calculated contour lines of equal electric field strength (intervals
of 0.5 kV/cm) are shown in the bottom-left part of the Figure for the (z-y) plane, above the periodic array of
electrodes. The sections of the electrodes are represented as black rectangular boxes. The values of the
applied potentials in V are given for three different times in the harmonic waveform cycle
within the 240-μm period, while their y-position remains constant. Further, the periodic
arrangement of the electrodes allows for a continuous movement of the electric field min-
ima outside the 240–μm period, that is over the macroscopic distance of the whole device
at a constant height of about 25 μm. For a given trap strength, there is a bijective relation-
ship between the set of the applied potentials and the position of the microtraps array, so
that the applied potentials must be periodic functions when the field minima travel across
multiple periods. For the electrodes configuration chosen by Meek et al., the applied
potentials that generate the smoothly moving traps are six approximately harmonic func-
tions. Three of the potentials can always be positive, the other three always negative, and
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within each polarity set the potentials need to be phase shifted by 2π/3. Since two micro-
traps are formed per period, as can be seen in Fig. 1, the effective periodicity is of 120 μm.
Thus, the microtraps move at 300 m/s when the sinusoidal modulation of the potential
has a frequency of 2.5 MHz. The trap depth obtained with sinusoidal modulations of 200-
V amplitude peak-to-peak is of the order of 5 kV/cm. For CO molecules in the upper
-doublet component of the a31, v = 0, J = 1 state, for instance, this electric field
strength corresponds to a thermal energy of about 70 mK.
Polar molecules flying parallel to the surface of the chip along the z-direction can be
trapped in the microtraps directly from a supersonic molecular beam [42]. The density
of the molecular beam at the chip entrance determines the density of trapped molecules,
which is typically in the order of 107 molecules/cm3. Initially, the frequency of the applied
waveforms is chosen to match the velocity of the microtraps to that of the incoming
molecules. Then, the trapped molecules can be brought to a standstill, or to any interme-
diate velocity, by continuously reducing the frequency of the waveforms. An acceleration
of the order of 105 g can be applied, allowing to stop a supersonic beam within a few cm.
Moving away from the substrate, the contour lines run ever more parallel to the surface
and the strength of the electric field decays exponentially with the y-position. In the region
far away from the surface, therefore, the electrode array yields a flat, repulsive mechanical
potential for polar molecules in lfs states: a mirror. Indeed, an electrostatic mirror con-
sisting of an array of parallel and equidistant electrodes on a surface to which alternating
voltages are applied was first discussed by Opat et al. [44]. Based on this principle, both
plane [45] and focusing [46] microstructured mirrors for polar molecules have been real-
ized. Moreover, Englert et al. [47] placed two such microstructured mirrors facing each
other as the two faces of a capacitor to create a macroscopic (2 by 3 cm) electrostatic trap.
To achieve transverse confinement of the molecules they used a high-voltage electrode
between the plates that surrounds the perimeter of the trap.
Imaging experiments of the molecular beam with the focusing microstructured mir-
ror [46] and of trapped molecules above the chip [48] allow to estimate the effects of
the charge that accumulates on the SU-8 insulating layer above the electrodes. When all
electrical potential are not symmetric about ground, it was found that the mechanical
potential becomes weaker toward the distribution buses that are on average further away
from ground. This is interpreted as the effect of charge that accumulates on the dielec-
tric, screening the electric field of the electrodes. Therefore, although the molecules on
the chip should in principle only be sensitive to the electric field strength, the values of
the applied potentials with respect to ground turn out to be also important. Moreover, the
amount of trapped molecules increases with increasing amplitude of the applied poten-
tials until about 240 V. This limit is probably an effect of the suface charges and is usually
reached without damages to the microstructure.
Non-adiabatic losses
Thus far we have been assuming that the force imposed on the molecules only depends
on the gradient of the electric-field strength but not on the direction of the field
itself. This is usually a good assumption, since the molecules reorient themselves and
follow the new quantization axis when the field changes direction, and their poten-
tial energy changes smoothly with the strength of the field. This approximation can
break down, however, when the quantum state that is used for manipulation couples
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to another quantum state that is close in energy. If the energy of the quantum state
or the field direction changes at a rate that is fast compared to the energetic splitting,
transitions between these states are likely to occur. Such transitions are particularly dis-
astrous if lfs end up as hfs or in states that are only weakly influenced by the electric
fields, as this results in a loss of the molecules from the trap. For atoms in magnetic
traps, such losses are known as Majorana spin-flip transitions. Both for atoms in mag-
netic quadrupole traps [49] and for polar molecules in electric quadrupole traps [50]
it has been shown that non-adiabatic losses are inversely proportional to the square of
the diameter of the particle cloud. A straightforward solution to avoid Majorana tran-
sitions involves the use of an offset magnetic [11] or electric [50] field. Due to the
geometry of the molecule chip, however, applying a static offset electric field is much
harder. In particular, it cannot be done without leaving the two dimensions of the
present devices [51] and the field generated by external electrodes perpendicular to the
substrate would be strongly screened by the metallic surfaces of the microelectrodes,
which are only a few microns away from the molecules. Thus other solutions must be
sought.
It was demonstrated in the cases of ammonia [50] and of carbon monoxide [52], for
instance, that the choice of the appropriate isotopologue can induce a beneficial sepa-
ration of the levels at zero electric field, thus reducing the non-adiabatic losses. For the
simpler case of CO in the a3 state, a degeneracy at zero field between two low-field-
seeking levels and a level that is not sensitive to electric field in 12CO is lifted in 13CO due
to hyperfine splitting (the 13C nucleus has a nuclear spin |I| = 1/2), and the low-field-
seeking levels never come closer than 50 MHz to the nontrappable levels. An alternative
solution was demonstrated for CO and consists in the use of a magnetic field [53]. If
a magnetic field is applied in addition to the electric field, a splitting can be induced
between the low-field-seeking and the nontrappable levels of 12CO that depends on the
strength of the applied magnetic field.
The solutions mentioned in the last paragraph act on the level splitting. But the rate
at which the energy of the levels changes when the molecules travel across the traps
must also be considered, because it is the ratio between these two that determines the
transition probability. Since the trapping potential on the molecule chip is obtained as
a difference between large electric fields, it turns out to be very sensitive to imperfec-
tions in the applied waveforms. As a result, the microtraps can be jittering around much
faster than the velocity of the trapped molecules with respect to the averaged trap center.
Thus, improving the quality of the waveforms is a further way to reduce non-adiabatic
transitions. Although this is a non-trivial task because amplitudes over 200 V between
3 MHz and DC are needed, the improvements done thus far are encouraging. A first
reduction of the waveforms anharmonicity from 7 % to 3 % reduced the non-adiabatic
losses by 10 % and halved the magnitude of the magnetic field required to saturate the loss
suppression [53].
The suppression of non-adiabatic losses is a strong motivation to improve the qual-
ity of the waveforms. However, wide bandwith and low anharmonicity of the amplifiers
that generate the waveforms turn out to be crucial for shutting down the electric field
rapidly and accurately for the imaging experiments (see below). The first generation of
the amplifiers is based on a AB design, realized with vacuum tubes. The second genera-
tion is a class-A design, realized with semiconductor transistors. The frequency response
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of each amplifier is measured and fed back to the software that calculate the waveform.
The current state of the art is a total harmonic distortion below −43 dB.
Addressing state transitions in trappedmolecules
Molecules on a chip can be coupled to photons over a wider range of frequencies than
atoms. The fundamental molecular vibrationalmodes can be addressed withmid-infrared
photons whereas their overtones and combination modes extend into the near-infrared
range. In addition, polar molecules have a dense set of rotational transitions in the sub-
THz, or mm-wave, region of the spectrum. Being able to induce a transition to another
internal quantum state in the molecule is particularly interesting when the molecule
remains trapped in the final state as well.
Abel et al. [54] showed an effective vibrational population transfer in molecules trapped
on a chip. They coupled pulsed IR radiation around 5.9 μm to transfer trapped CO
molecules in the a31 state from the v = 0 to the v = 1 levels and addressed both
Q- and R-branch transitions. Crucially, the Stark broadening of the vibrational transi-
tions induced by the trapping fields is comparable with the laser bandwidth of about
2.5 GHz and therefore virtually all molecules could be addressed by the IR radiation.
The situation is different with rotational transitions. First, rotational transitions are usu-
ally more sensitive to electric fields and the inhomogeneous broadening in the traps
is larger than for vibrations. Second, sub-THz sources are typically narrow. Therefore,
when rotational transitions were addressed in molecules on the chip [55], the microtraps
had to be switched off temporarily to allow for effective rotational pumping. Interest-
ingly, molecules could be recaptured after being transferred between different rotational
levels. These results thus demonstrate that mm-wavelength radiation can be coupled to
CO molecules located at less than 50 μm above the surface of the chip—a few hun-
dredths of the wavelength—and rotational spectra were obtained with a resolution of
approximately half a MHz. An external magnetic field was used to split the Zeeman
components and the resolution of the spectrum is limited by the inhomogeneities
of the magnetic field above the chip induced by the metal components of the chip
holder.
Imagingmolecules on the chip
The lack of closed two-level systems that makes laser cooling so hard for molecules is also
responsible for the difficulties in molecular detection using absorption or laser-induced
fluorescence. Moreover, in the presence of a physical structure such as a microchip, scat-
tering or laser-induced fluorescence from surfaces adds noise to images, something which
is critical when working with small samples. For these reasons, on-chip detection has
only recently been demonstrated [48]. On-chip detection is based on resonance-enhanced
multiphoton ionization (REMPI) [56], which is quantum state selective, is intrinsically
background-free, and is of general applicability. REMPI is obtained on the chip by illumi-
nating the molecules with a sheet of light parallel to the surface of the chip. It is worth
noting that ions are several orders of magnitudemore sensitive to electric fields than polar
molecules. However, if care is taken to carefully zero all electric fields used to manipulate
the neutral molecules before the ions are created, it is possible to create a spatial image
of the molecules in a microchannel-plates detector. A set of magnifying ion lenses can be
used to resolve the molecular distribution in individual microtraps, and since the timing
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of the ionizing laser can be tuned, one can follow the spatial evolution of the molecular
clouds in time.
With this setup for time-resolved spatial imaging, it was possible to study the phase-
space distribution of trapped molecules. The experiments are done in a similar fashion
as for cold atoms: the traps are quickly turned off and a series of snapshots at different
times return a movie of the ballistic expansion of the particles. In particular, this allows
for a direct measurement of the temperature of the trapped molecules. Moreover, the
cooling induced on the molecular ensemble by an adiabatic expansion process, induced
by slowly weakening the trapping potential, can be clearly seen to lower the temperature
of the molecules to about a third of the initial value (from 16 to 5 mK) [48].
Conclusion
Miniaturization yields large forces (e.g. 105 g·28 amu, for CO) at the moderate electric
field strenghts of a few kV/cm, with applied potentials of the order of ±200 V. For com-
parisons, macroscopic Stark decelerators achieve accelerations about ten times lower,
with electric field strenghts in the order of 100 kV/cm, and applied voltages in the 10 kV
range. Microchip-based devices might thus be promising for the manipulation of heavy
molecules that are typically only low-field seeking when the electric field is small [41, 57].
To confine molecular samples with a temperature of about 10 mK, the Stark broad-
ening induced by the inhomogeneous trapping fields is in the GHz range. This pre-
cludes the application of traps in precision spectroscopy and collision experiments.
For molecule-based spectroscopic measurements, the shot-noise limit on the statisti-
cal error is proportional to 1/τ
√
N , where τ is the time each molecule spends in the
light field and N is the total number of molecules that participate in the experiment.
Moreover, the major sources of systematic errors and uncertainties in molecular spec-
troscopy are the presence of stray fields and Doppler broadening. These two issues are
usually approached by keeping the size of the experimental apparatus small, reducing
the magnitude of all necessary fields, and by employing Doppler-free techniques, like
for instance two photons spectroscopy. Therefore, the use of a microchip to produce
a slow beam of cold molecules for spectroscopy is not necessarily as inconvenient as
it might seem at a first glance. First, the density of trapped and decelerated molecules
on the microchip is the same as for macroscopic devices or for free molecular beams—
only the absolute number of molecules is small. Since a minimum of electric field is
required for a population transfer to be measurable, the large laser beam waists that
would take advantage of a larger number ofmolecules are often unavailable in two-photon
experiments. Second, miniaturization of the decelerator helps in reducing the magnitude
of stray fields. Finally, miniaturization can be convenient in the case of a Ramsey-
configuration experiment, where mechanical stability to the interferometric level is
needed.
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